Barra Asia Pacific Equity Model (ASE1)

The new Barra ASE1 multi-factor model supports institutional investors in the construction, risk management, and performance analysis of broad and concentrated Asia Pacific equity portfolios. With Barra ASE1, institutional investors will benefit from high forecast accuracy, an intuitive factor structure, deep data history, and a choice of three model versions to best match their investment universe.

Key Features

- **3 versions to account for different investment universes in a heterogeneous region:**
  - Asia Pacific (ASE1JPN)
  - Asia Pacific ex Japan (ASE1XJP)
  - Asia Pacific ex Japan and China A (ASE1XJC)
- **Daily risk forecast updates available from July 2008**
- **Deep model history going back to 1995**
- **20,000 + assets included, covering 15 markets**
- **8 regional style factors** to model risk sources not captured by the market, country, or industry factors
- **3 local style factors** (Momentum, Size, Volatility) for each of the seven local scopes (see map)
- **23 regional industry factors** based on the leading Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®)
- **23 Japan industry factors** also based on GICS®, offering direct comparison between Japan and Asia Pacific ex Japan
- **10 China domestic industry factors** also based on GICS®, offering insight into the China A market
- **Available in Short- and Long-Horizon variants**
- **Includes the latest Barra model innovations**, such as the new hybrid specific risk model.

Modeling the Asia Pacific Region

ASE1 models the heterogeneous Asia Pacific region by decomposing equity portfolio risk into currency, common factor, and asset-specific components. ASE1 models regional industry, country and style factors as offsets to a regional market factor. Model accuracy is enhanced with local style and industry factors in the Asia Pacific (ASE1JPN) and Asia Pacific ex Japan (ASE1XJP) versions of the model. These local factors represent deviations from the regional style and industry returns. They further refine the risk forecasts within the seven ASE1 local scopes.

Key Benefits:

**Insight and Value Across the Investment Process** – CIOs, portfolio managers, researchers, and risk managers who work with Asia Pacific portfolios can now benefit from an accurate and flexible regional equity model developed through extensive client consultation, quantitative and empirical research, and based upon the same high quality data used to construct the MSCI indices.

**Broad Market Coverage** – Institutional investors manage a range of strategies and mandates across Asia Pacific as broad as the region itself. ASE1 offers flexibility in coverage. It offers special consideration for Japan and China, high forecast accuracy, and drill down capabilities to analyze the sources of risk and return in diverse and concentrated regional portfolios.

**Deep Model History** – allows investors to scrutinize changes of risk and return in markets, industries and styles across time, reflecting events such as the Asian financial crisis or the more recent global financial crisis.
Examples of selected contributors to active return and risk of an Asia Pacific style portfolio with positive exposure to Value and negative exposure to Leverage and Foreign Sensitivity, measured relative to a style-neutral Asia Pacific benchmark.

Japan in a Pan-Asian Context

Japan is a large, developed market and is considered by investors both in isolation and in the context of broader regional investing. Correlations between the Japan and Asia Pacific ex Japan equity markets have gradually increased over the last decade and recently exceeded 70%.

ASE1 enables investors to put Japanese equities in a pan-Asian context; it provides good forecast accuracy for Japanese assets and helps to compare drivers of return and risk between Japan and the rest of the Asia Pacific region. To achieve this, ASE1 attributes a separate Japanese market factor and 23 Japanese industry factors that correspond one-to-one with the Asia Pacific ex Japan industries. It also includes the three local style factors available in the other six local scopes.

Portfolio Performance and Risk

ASE1 gives managers of Asia Pacific equity portfolios a detailed understanding of the sources of risk and return. By attributing past performance to the model's risk factors, ASE1 helps managers understand how their factor bets and the asset-specific returns have contributed to their overall portfolio performance. The high level of detail in the factor structure and precise forecasts over both regional and local scopes make ASE1 attractive for the analysis of market-neutral and traditional long-only portfolios, whether broadly diversified or concentrated.

Greater Insight on China Domestic Market in a Regional Context

Assets in the China Domestic market (China A shares) are excluded from the estimation of the ASE1 regional factors. This implies that investors can replicate the regional factors without gaining exposure to China A shares. Ten local industries and three local styles are included for China A in the Asia Pacific (ASE1JPN) and Asia Pacific ex Japan (ASE1XJP) versions. These improve forecast accuracy and provide further insight into the China Domestic market.

Examples of cumulative China A industry factor returns. Financials and energy outperform; capital goods underperform.